
A thousand jobs. One solution.

Even the price is easy with our cloud software.
Why choose between different service packages? One solution. Full performance. One price. That’s how easy Celero One is.  
Try out the full version of Celero One for 30 days with 5 users.

The data you upload to the Celero Cloud is saved in our cloud servers. The total storage space available to you is calcu-
lated from the number of licences you hold. Every licence comes with 1 GB data memory. If you book additional licences, 
your data memory automatically increases respectively. 

If, over the course of time, you should end up needing more memory after all, you may add additional data storage space 
via your account at any time. Comfortably available in 5 GB steps. 

+ 5 GB DATA MEMORY

€ 9.90 
per month

Additional data memory

As big player, you have very specific requirements 
regarding your employee management solutions and 
workforce management software?  
We look forward to working with you. Talk to us.

Celero One Enterprise

plus statutory tax

Celero One, the complete workforce management solution for decentrally organized teams with 5 users or more.

Embedded analytics

Embedded communication

Embedded e-training

Unlimited master data

Unlimited workforce scheduling  

Unlimited documentation  

Incl. data storage space

Incl. Android/iOS mobile app

Customizable processes

each plus statutory tax

It’s your choice:

EVERYTHING IS INCLUDED

You save € 98 compared to  
monthly installments

€ 49 € 490
per month and user: per year and user:
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This page is intended for informational purposes. We do not guarantee that the information provided is free of errors or take over any warranty regarding the content of this flyer.

CALCULATION EXAMPLE
With 5 GB data volume you may, for example, save: 
2500 SD images + 1000 HD images + 200 short videos 
in the Celero Cloud.
(This calculation is based on our experience of average figures. 
Naturally, the actual amount depends on the volume of data you 
generate.)

Test Celero One for 30 days – free.
You want to see for yourself what this is all about?
Get started at celero-one.com/checkout.

celero-one.com/checkout

